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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Received Before Meeting
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Aram James <abjpd1@gmail.com>
Friday, November 13, 2020 4:08 PM
Roberta Ahlquist
Aaron Eckhouse; Cormack, Alison; Kou, Lydia
Re: Support 100+ new homes at Palo Alto City Council on Monday

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Hi Roberta,
I agree with you completely‐ 16% is an insult given Palo Alto’s huge deficit in failing to comply with state mandated
requirements for low ‐and more importantly very low‐ income housing.
As you suggest ‐at least 80% of the 102 proposed units must be of the very low income variety. The same metrics to
apply to the 800 additional proposed units should appropriate rezoning
be approved.
Finally, see: AB3121 California’s recently passed (Sept 30, 2020) and signed by Governor Newson ‐ Reparations Act:
At minimum 1/4th to 1/2 of all proposed low income units must be set aside for African‐Americans ‐who have over the
last many decades been ‐ruthlessness and systematically‐ driven from our predominantly white supremacy motivated ‐
community. It past time we stand up for what is right.
Sincerely,
Aram James ‐retired Santa Clara County deputy public defender‐ Palo Alto Police critic ‐Gunn HS class of 67. State‐bar #
80215

On Nov 13, 2020, at 3:02 PM, Roberta Ahlquist <roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu> wrote:

Yes, but 16% is not acceptable. WE need 80% extremely low income homes for our workers.Let's get
serious about providing housing for those who have been last to see any build for them.
Roberta
On Fri, Nov 13, 2020 at 12:46 PM Aaron Eckhouse <aaron@cayimby.org> wrote:
Hi Roberta,
As an active member of California YIMBY in Palo Alto, I wanted to be sure you knew about an upcoming
opportunity to support housing at Monday's City Council meeting.
This coming Monday, 11/16, Palo Alto City Council will be considering a proposal for 102 new homes
(16 subsidized affordable) at 788 San Antonio, alongside a rezoning that would potentially enable over
800 additional homes in the area. This is a great opportunity for Palo Alto to move toward becoming a
more affordable & inclusive city.
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How you can help:




Public Comment at 7pm on Monday (though this start time is not certain, pending other
Council business at the meeting):
https://zoom.us/join
Meeting ID: 362 027 238
Phone:1(669)900‐6833
Email City Council today: city.council@cityofpaloalto.org

Unsure of what to say, or want more details? Check out Palo Alto Forward's letter on the proposal, and
please do let me know if you have any questions!

thank you for your support for housing,
???????Aaron
To help protect y ou r
priv acy , Micro so ft Office
prev ented au tomatic
download of this pictu re
from the Internet.
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Palo Alto Forward <palo.alto.fwd@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 12, 2020 4:53 PM
Council, City; Fine, Adrian; Cormack, Alison; Kou, Lydia; Filseth, Eric (Internal); Tanaka, Greg; Kniss, Liz
(internal); DuBois, Tom
Item #9 Public Hearing on 788 San Antonio Road
November 16 - Housing on San Antonio (1).pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

November 16, 2020
Re: Item #9 Public Hearing on 788 San Antonio Road
Dear Mayor Fine and Council Members,
I am writing on behalf of Palo Alto Forward in support of the staff recommendations with regard to the
788 San Antonio Road housing project and expansion of the Housing Incentive Program (HIP) to
selected other areas on San Antonio Road. We work with residents and city government to make
Palo Alto a more vibrant, welcoming, and sustainable city. The proposed 102-unit development would
include 16 affordable apartments and create sorely needed new homes.
We urge the Palo Alto City Council to support the recommendations of the Planning and
Transportation Commission, the Architectural Review Board and the staff in approving this
development and the expansion of the Housing Incentive Program to San Antonio Road in
order to meet the immediate need for more homes, especially affordable homes near job
centers.
As you know, Palo Alto will be required to identify sites and policies to support our Regional Housing
Needs Assessment (RHNA) allocation. The previous city decision to eliminate San Antonio Road
sites was made with the hopes that sites in downtown, California Avenue and parts of El Camino
would be sufficient to meet our housing goals. This has not happened and it is time to broaden the
areas where new housing is allowed. This is a critical opportunity.
The proposed project at 788 San Antonio will make a needed addition to our housing stock as well as
demonstrate the viability of the area for new housing. Approval of the project and needed zoning
changes will send a signal to regional and state agencies that Palo Alto is taking our increased
housing goals seriously and providing zoning and incentives to make such housing feasible.
The provisions for increased FAR and reduced retail requirements are similar to city policies already
applied in other areas to make housing feasible. Palo Alto Forward supports the staff
recommendation to adopt a Statement of Overriding Considerations with regard to the potential
historical building issue. The applicant has made provisions to recognize the historical significance of
the building on site and on a website. As with the North Ventura area, Palo Alto Forward believes
there are appropriate and sensitive ways to acknowledge our history without denying projects which
include much needed housing.
We have reviewed the EIR and note as indicated in the staff report that other potential environmental
impacts are not significant or can be mitigated.
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Please move the project and expansion of the HIP area along San Antonio forward as the next step in
showing that local control in Palo Alto is consistent with adding the much needed housing. Thank
you.
Gail A. Price
President, Palo Alto Forward Board
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November 16, 2020
Re: Item #9 Public Hearing on 788 San Antonio Road
Dear Mayor Fine and Council Members,
I am writing on behalf of Palo Alto Forward in support of the staff recommendations with
regard to the 788 San Antonio Road housing project and expansion of the Housing
Incentive Program (HIP) to selected other areas on San Antonio Road. We work with
residents and city government to make Palo Alto a more vibrant, welcoming, and
sustainable city. The proposed 102-unit development would include 16 affordable
apartments and create sorely needed new homes.
We urge the Palo Alto City Council to support the recommendations of the
Planning and Transportation Commission, the Architectural Review Board and
the staff in approving this development and the expansion of the Housing
Incentive Program to San Antonio Road in order to meet the immediate need for
more homes, especially affordable homes near job centers.
As you know, Palo Alto will be required to identify sites and policies to support our
Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) allocation. The previous city decision to
eliminate San Antonio Road sites was made with the hopes that sites in downtown,
California Avenue and parts of El Camino would be sufficient to meet our housing goals.
This has not happened and it is time to broaden the areas where new housing is
allowed. This is a critical opportunity.
The proposed project at 788 San Antonio will make a needed addition to our housing
stock as well as demonstrate the viability of the area for new housing. Approval of the
project and needed zoning changes will send a signal to regional and state agencies
that Palo Alto is taking our increased housing goals seriously and providing zoning and
incentives to make such housing feasible.
The provisions for increased FAR and reduced retail requirements are
similar to city policies already applied in other areas to make housing feasible. Palo Alto
Forward supports the staff recommendation to adopt a Statement of Overriding
Considerations with regard to the potential historical building issue. The applicant has
made provisions to recognize the historical significance of the building on site and on a
website. As with the North Ventura area, Palo Alto Forward believes there are

appropriate and sensitive ways to acknowledge our history without denying projects
which include much needed housing.
We have reviewed the EIR and note as indicated in the staff report that other potential
environmental impacts are not significant or can be mitigated.
Please move the project and expansion of the HIP area along San Antonio forward as
the next step in showing that local control in Palo Alto is consistent with adding the
much needed housing. Thank you.
Gail A. Price
President, Palo Alto Forward Board

Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mitch Mankin <mitch@siliconvalleyathome.org>
Friday, November 13, 2020 3:47 PM
Council, City
Clerk, City; Lait, Jonathan; David Meyer; Shikada, Ed
Re: 788 San Antonio
SV@Home Endorsement letter- 788 San Antonio.pdf; SV@Home Endorsement letter- 788 San
Antonio.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Fine, Vice Mayor DuBois, and Councilmembers Cormack, Filseth, Kniss, Kou, and Tanaka,
Please find attached our letter of support for the housing development at 788 San Antonio Road and
extension of the Housing Incentive Program to San Antonio Road, which are coming before you on Monday
evening. The letter is also included in plain text below.
Best,
Mitch Mankin
Preservation and Protection Associate
Pronouns: he/him
(408) 780-8915
mitch@siliconvalleyathome.org

RE: Item 9 – 788 San Antonio Road
On behalf of SV@Home and our members, we write today in support of Explore Real Estate’s proposed 102‐unit
residential development at 788 San Antonio Road, as well as expanding the Housing Incentive Program to San Antonio
Road. This development would provide 102 much‐needed new homes in a well‐situated commercial corridor with no
displacement of existing residents. We are especially happy to see that the developer will be including 15% deed
restricted affordable units at 80‐100% and 100‐120% AMI.
Despite the COVID‐induced economic crisis, rents remain very high in Palo Alto. Per RentCafe, the average rent for an
apartment in Palo Alto is $3,347 per month, a 4% increase compared to 2019. The city’s extremely constrained housing
supply remains a problem, with a severe jobs‐housing imbalance that has a long history and has only grown over time.
Siting housing on San Antonio has the potential to begin to address this issue.
Zoning for housing at 788 San Antonio and along the San Antonio corridor will also help Palo Alto meet its current
Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) and anticipate future requirements. Proactively planning for housing on
San Antonio represents the best exercise of local control over much‐needed housing production and helps the city meet
its Comp Plan goal of creating 300 units per year. Whatever the outcome of the next RHNA cycle, a conservative
estimate is that Palo Alto will need to plan for at least 10,000 additional new homes, above and beyond the city’s
current cycle RHNA requirements. This development, and the extension of the housing incentive program to San
Antonio, can help Palo Alto build and plan for much needed housing while exercising local control.
COVID‐19, this summer’s heat wave, and the fall’s wildfires and smoke have further reinforced the importance of having
a secure place to call home in troubled times. These 102 homes are an investment in a future beyond our current crises,
as well as a response to the underlying housing crisis which exacerbates them all. While many things have changed, the
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need for housing has not, and we must continue to prioritize developments like this one as a solution to our housing
crisis.
We urge the City Council to support this development and the extension of the Housing Incentive Plan to San Antonio.
Sincerely,
David Meyer
Director of Strategic Initiatives
SV@Home

The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

Act with us. Become a member today and join us in making home a reality for all.
For all COVID-19 related housing updates & resources click here

Website I Facebook I Twitter I Newsletter I LinkedIn I Become a Member!
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Board of Directors
Kevin Zwick, Chair
United Way Bay Area
Gina Dalma, Vice Chair
Silicon Valley Community
Foundation
Kathy Thibodeaux, Secretary
KM Thibodeaux Consulting LLC

TRANSMITTED VIA EMAIL
November 13th, 2020
Honorable Mayor Fine and Members of the City Council
City of Palo Alto
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Dear Mayor Fine, Vice Mayor DuBois, and Councilmembers Cormack, Filseth, Kniss, Kou, and Tanaka,

RE: Item 9 – 788 San Antonio Road

Andrea Osgood, Treasurer
Eden Housing
Shiloh Ballard
Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition
Bob Brownstein
Working Partnerships USA
Amie Fishman
Non-Profit Housing Association of
Northern California
Ron Gonzales
Hispanic Foundation
of Silicon Valley
Candice Gonzalez
Sand Hill Property Company
Javier Gonzalez
Google
Poncho Guevara
Sacred Heart Community Service
Janice Jensen
Habitat for Humanity
East Bay/Silicon Valley
Janikke Klem
Technology Credit Union
Jan Lindenthal
MidPen Housing
Jennifer Loving
Destination: Home
Mary Murtagh
EAH Housing
Chris Neale
The Core Companies
Kelly Snider
Kelly Snider Consulting
Jennifer Van Every
The Van Every Group

Staff
Leslye Corsiglia
Executive Director

On behalf of SV@Home and our members, we write today in support of Explore Real
Estate’s proposed 102-unit residential development at 788 San Antonio Road, as well as
expanding the Housing Incentive Program to San Antonio Road. This development would
provide 102 much-needed new homes in a well-situated commercial corridor with no
displacement of existing residents. We are especially happy to see that the developer will be
including 15% deed restricted affordable units at 80-100% and 100-120% AMI.
Despite the COVID-induced economic crisis, rents remain very high in Palo Alto. Per
RentCafe, the average rent for an apartment in Palo Alto is $3,347 per month, a 4% increase
compared to 2019. The city’s extremely constrained housing supply remains a problem,
with a severe jobs-housing imbalance that has a long history and has only grown over time.
Siting housing on San Antonio has the potential to begin to address this issue.
Zoning for housing at 788 San Antonio and along the San Antonio corridor will also help Palo
Alto meet its current Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) and anticipate future
requirements. Proactively planning for housing on San Antonio represents the best exercise
of local control over much-needed housing production and helps the city meet its Comp
Plan goal of creating 300 units per year. Whatever the outcome of the next RHNA cycle, a
conservative estimate is that Palo Alto will need to plan for at least 10,000 additional new
homes, above and beyond the city’s current cycle RHNA requirements. This development,
and the extension of the housing incentive program to San Antonio, can help Palo Alto build
and plan for much needed housing while exercising local control.
COVID-19, this summer’s heat wave, and the fall’s wildfires and smoke have further
reinforced the importance of having a secure place to call home in troubled times. These
102 homes are an investment in a future beyond our current crises, as well as a response to
the underlying housing crisis which exacerbates them all. While many things have changed,
the need for housing has not, and we must continue to prioritize developments like this one
as a solution to our housing crisis.
We urge the City Council to support this development and the extension of the Housing
Incentive Plan to San Antonio.
Sincerely,
David Meyer
Director of Strategic Initiatives
SV@Home
350 W. Julian Street, Building 5, San José, CA 95110
408.780.8411 • www.svathome.org • info@siliconvalleyathome.org

Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linnea WICKSTROM <ljwickstrom@comcast.net>
Friday, November 13, 2020 5:06 PM
Council, City
YES! to new homes at 788 San Antonio

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Mayor Fine, City Council Members
We heartily support the City voting as required to get started on creating more than 100 new homes at 788 San Antonio
Road. We need to identify and use many spaces for new housing and 788 San Antonio is clearly a good one.
We live close to San Antonio and use that street frequently. We favor, rather than oppose, housing going in on that
stretch.
We support the letter sent by Gail Price for Palo Alto Forward.
Sincerely,
Linnea Wickstrom and Peter Maresca
Monroe Drive
Palo Alto
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

slevy@ccsce.com
Saturday, November 14, 2020 12:46 PM
Council, City
Lait, Jonathan; Shikada, Ed
San Antonio area housing item

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Fine and council members
Supporting the Planning Commission and staff recommendation for the 788 San Antonio housing
development and expansion of the Housing Incentive Program (HIP) to a broader area along San Antonio
will provide three positive outcomes:
1. It will expand the available housing sites in our city, something urgently needed on several grounds,
2. It will move forward a project adding more than 100 new homes including 16 reserved for moderate
income residents, and
3. It will send a signal to regional and state agencies that Palo Alto is serious about expanding housing
opportunities and affordability
The 788 project has had extensive review and also approval from the ARB.
Background
Since the council's decision to hold off on housing in the San Antonio corridor, two more recent events
make a compelling case for now adding the corridor back into our available housing sites:
1. The downtown, Cal Ave and ECR areas hav3e not come close to yielding enough new housing to meet
our current cycle RHNA and Comp Plan goals and
2. Our new RHNA goals will be much higher than our current goals matter if the current 10,500 goal or a
somewhat smaller number is finally approved.
Moreover, a careful reading of new state law and practice means that many sites in our current Housing
Element will not be allowed to carry over to the new HE.
The regional and Palo Alto RHNA goals include units for low, middle and higher income groups. A focus
solely on units reserved for low income residents is not only difficult (only one has been approved recently
after a long process) but also is contrary to the RHNA guidelines. And such a focus overlooks or dismisses
the great need for housing that is affordable and available for moderate/middle income residents who do
not qualify for subsidy but also cannot afford the $2-3 million median prices for single family homes.
The proposals both for the project and HIP expansion got good marks in the EIR with many insignificant
findings and some that can be easily mitigated. Please approve the staff recommendation for a Statement
of Overriding Consideration for the potential historical building. There are ways proposed by the developer
to preserve the memory of this building as with the cannery site in North Ventura that do not prevent the
much needed housing from being built.
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I watched an hour long interview with Gustavo Velasquez the new HCD Director speaking about state
housing strategy and new enforcement tools. So, I repeat my encouragement for staff and the council to
be briefed by HCD on the new enforcement powers and to note the recent court decisions in Cupertino and
Los Altos and just recently in Los Angeles overturning what the court considered capricious denial of
housing projects.
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-11-13/district-square-ruling-los-angeles
In case the link does not open, the gist is that a Superior Court judge ruled that denial of the 577 unit
project violated state housing law.
Stephen Levy
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gina Dalma <gina@dalma.org>
Saturday, November 14, 2020 6:06 PM
Council, City
We need more housing. We need more affordable housing.

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Fine and Council Members,
I am writing in support of the staff recommendations on the 788 San Antonio Road housing project and expansion of
the Housing Incentive Program (HIP) to selected other areas on San Antonio Road. I love our town. I love the people in
our town and the people that want to make this town their own. We need to ensure we are planning and building for a
more vibrant, diverse, and
sustainable city. The proposed 102‐unit development would include 16 affordable apartments and create sorely needed
new homes. Imagine that.
I urge the Palo Alto City Council to support the recommendations of the Planning and Transportation Commission, the
Architectural Review Board and
the staff in approving this development and the expansion of the Housing
Incentive Program to San Antonio Road in order to meet the immediate need for
more homes, especially affordable homes near job centers.
As you know, Palo Alto will be required to identify sites and policies to support our Regional Housing Needs Assessment
(RHNA) allocation. The previous city decision to eliminate San Antonio Road sites was made with the hopes that sites in
downtown, California Avenue and parts of El Camino would be sufficient to meet our housing goals.
This has not happened and it is time to broaden the areas where new housing is
allowed. This is a critical opportunity.
Approval of the project and needed zoning changes will demonstrate your commitment to our increased housing goals.
I support the staff recommendation to adopt a Statement of Overriding
Considerations with regard to the potential historical building issue. There are appropriate and sensitive ways to
acknowledge our history without denying projects which include much needed housing.
Please move the project and expansion of the HIP area along San Antonio forward as the next step in showing that local
control in Palo Alto is consistent with adding the much needed housing. Thank you.

‐‐
Gina D. Dalma
e: gina@dalma.org
p: (980) 722.2660
t: @ginadalma
l: www.linkedin.com/pub/gina‐dalma/0/53/b47/en
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ozzie Aery Fallick <ozzie.fallick@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 14, 2020 6:29 PM
Council, City
In support of the 788 San Antonio proposal and San Antonio rezoning
November 16 - Housing on San Antonio.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Hello,
I'm writing to urge the council to approve the proposed 102‐home development for 788 San Antonio and the proposal
to rezone the San Antonio area for increased density that the Council will be considering this Monday. I would like to
echo the points made in the letter sent to the Council by Palo Alto Forward; I have attached a copy.
Thank you,
Ozzie Aery Fallick
Evergreen Park
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November 16, 2020
Re: Item #9 Public Hearing on 788 San Antonio Road
Dear Mayor Fine and Council Members,
I am writing on behalf of Palo Alto Forward in support of the staff recommendations with
regard to the 788 San Antonio Road housing project and expansion of the Housing
Incentive Program (HIP) to selected other areas on San Antonio Road. We work with
residents and city government to make Palo Alto a more vibrant, welcoming, and
sustainable city. The proposed 102-unit development would include 16 affordable
apartments and create sorely needed new homes.
We urge the Palo Alto City Council to support the recommendations of the
Planning and Transportation Commission, the Architectural Review Board and
the staff in approving this development and the expansion of the Housing
Incentive Program to San Antonio Road in order to meet the immediate need for
more homes, especially affordable homes near job centers.
As you know, Palo Alto will be required to identify sites and policies to support our
Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) allocation. The previous city decision to
eliminate San Antonio Road sites was made with the hopes that sites in downtown,
California Avenue and parts of El Camino would be sufficient to meet our housing goals.
This has not happened and it is time to broaden the areas where new housing is
allowed. This is a critical opportunity.
The proposed project at 788 San Antonio will make a needed addition to our housing
stock as well as demonstrate the viability of the area for new housing. Approval of the
project and needed zoning changes will send a signal to regional and state agencies
that Palo Alto is taking our increased housing goals seriously and providing zoning and
incentives to make such housing feasible.
The provisions for increased FAR and reduced retail requirements are
similar to city policies already applied in other areas to make housing feasible. Palo Alto
Forward supports the staff recommendation to adopt a Statement of Overriding
Considerations with regard to the potential historical building issue. The applicant has
made provisions to recognize the historical significance of the building on site and on a
website. As with the North Ventura area, Palo Alto Forward believes there are

appropriate and sensitive ways to acknowledge our history without denying projects
which include much needed housing.
We have reviewed the EIR and note as indicated in the staff report that other potential
environmental impacts are not significant or can be mitigated.
Please move the project and expansion of the HIP area along San Antonio forward as
the next step in showing that local control in Palo Alto is consistent with adding the
much needed housing. Thank you.
Gail A. Price
President, Palo Alto Forward Board

Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sheri Furman <sheri11@earthlink.net>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 5:46 PM
Council, City
jdong@paweekly.com; gsheyner@paweekly.com; price@padailypost.com
Agenda Item 9, Nov 16 Council Meeting - Housing Incentive Program/788 San Antonio
PAN 788 San Antonio Road Letter.docx

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.
Please see the attached letter from Palo Alto Neighborhoods.
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Re: Item 9, November 16, 2020 - Housing Incentive Program/788 San Antonio
November 14, 2020
Dear City Council Members:
Palo Alto Neighborhoods stronly favors new housing, as evidenced by its championship of the
NVCAP Alternative M -- the proposal that delivers the BMR housing Palo Alto needs, plus provides new
parkland and amenities to make Palo Alto an even more desirable city in which to live. That proposal will
create a new neighborhood and blend it into an already established neighborhood.
Contrast that proposal to the current project before us -- 788 San Antonio -- and the eye-popping zoning
overhaul needed to make this and similar projects possible:
Who is this housing for?
Only 15% BMR and none at the lower income levels needed most! Really? While Palo Alto has met its
RHNA market rate allocations during each cycle, this project does little to help us meet our below market
rate housing levels and in fact removes space that would enable us to do so and raises property values
beyond the reach of affordable housing provides.
What is needed are incentives for housing that is primarily below market rate.
What are the negative impacts of this project?
●

This exceeds the 1.5 FAR that the HIP would have granted. Increasing FAR allowances for each
successive project is a reckless and chaotic way to manage our housing needs. Instead, the 1.5
FAR limit should be maintained.

●

2.0 FAR and max lot coverage. A 2.0 FAR vastly exceeds what we’ve allowed before, apart from
hotels, and will lead to fortress-like giant looming buildings. Mountain View has gone that route and
many Palo Altans are shocked and outraged that we are inviting that same massing and density to
our city

●

Traffic, congestion, gridlock along San Antonio, even in the pandemic, still frustrates residents and
commuters. We read a letter to Council from a resident at the Greenhouse, who reports that it
sometimes takes them 20 minutes to go the short distance to 101 from their complex. 788 San
Antonio touts that it’s close to 101, but San Antonio was never designed for this volume of traffic and
little can be done to improve it. What about the impact on neighboring roads, such as Leghorn to
Rengstorff and that entrance to 101?

●

No parking for retail that is onsite. This is a recipe for retail failure. How can retail thrive without
parking? At least the dense San Antonio Center has adequate parking for retail. We can only
assume that the people who live in this proposed new zone will just get in their cars and drive for
their goods and services, which makes for more traffic, less walkability, and gives the residents
another retail desert.

●

Retail Protection Subverted: The project would replace 5,987 square feet of retail with just 1,800
square feet. We are desperately trying to preserve retail, not get rid of it.

●

Why are we considering adding this to our Comprehensive Plan, when it is in exact opposition to it,
undoing all the good, visionary work of the people. Shouldn’t a comprehensive city-wide analysis of
the Housing Element be completed before we consign such a large area to these changes?

●

Why must we continue to inundate South Palo Alto with overly dense housing?.

●

We would like to point you to the excellent research and advocacy done by the people at Save Palo
Alto’s Groundwater. Are we to understand that absolutely no thorough study of the impacts of a
two story underground garage will be done. The potential impacts due to subsidence and

contamination on nearby properties need to be studied, as does the implicit threat to the water table
and the natural flow of water through aquifers down to the Bay. The project will open up wells that
are 50 feet deep. Soil and water that are known to be full of contaminants like TCE will then be
moving freely into the biosphere, unleashed by the construction impacts.
Why are we letting developers drive zoning changes to suit their goals? Shouldn’t such changes
be the result of well-informed studies by city staff in consultation with the Planning Commission and City
Council?
Most troubling is the zoning amendment request would extend the housing incentives for this project to
all CS zoned properties on the east side of San Antonio Road between Middlefield Road and East
Charleston Road as well as the Verizon station on the west. Again, this should be a city-initiated change,
not developer-initiated.
Where is the data to support that this is the right move for the city to make right now in the
middle of a pandemic?
Are we actually considering opening the door for massing, density and congestion on San Antonio Road
during a pandemic? Consider that:
•

Covid might be here for a long time.

•

Existing office space is begging for tenants.

•

There are record vacancies of apartments in Palo Alto.

•

Why aren’t we considering other options rather than throwing open the lid to Pandora’s box and
giving away all the protections that have made Palo Alto such a lovely place to live?

Thank you.
Sincerely,
Becky Sanders
Sheri Furman
Co-Chairs
Palo Alto Neighborhoods

Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jfpetrilla@gmail.com
Sunday, November 15, 2020 9:49 PM
Council, City; Planning Commission; Sheldon Ah Sing
Housing Incentive Program Expansion and 788 San Antonio Road Mixed-Use Project and Final
Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

November 15, 2020
To: Palo Alto City Council
Planning.Commission@CityofPaloAlto.org
Sheldon Ah Sing SAhsing@m‐group.us

From:

John Petrilla
Palo Alto, CA 94303
777 San Antonio Rd #138

Subject: Housing Incentive Program Expansion and 788 San Antonio Road Mixed‐Use Project and Final Environmental
Impact Report (EIR)
Dear Mayor Fine, City Council members, Planning Commission members and Mr. Sing
Please find below comments for your consideration regarding the Housing Incentive Program Expansion and 788 San
Antonio Road Mixed‐Use Project and Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) at the upcoming November 16, 2020, City
Council Meeting.
I can support higher density housing in Palo Alto, even in my neighborhood, providing sufficient steps are taken to
ensure the result is a success and does not yield a Palo Alto version of Cabrini Green. I’ll defined success as an outcome
with which the Project residents, neighbors, developers and the City Council are happy, if not proud.
From Response 8.1, page 54 of the Final EIR, I conclude that the 788 San Antonio Rd Project will be the first project of its
scale and density in Palo Alto since requested examples were not provided (e.g. street numbers were not provided;
without an address one cannot visit the site to see the impact on the neighborhood). Statements that there are higher
densities in Downtown area aren’t helpful without scale information, i.e. number of units. While this is not an argument
regarding the 102 units 788 San Antonio Rd Project, it’s a serious concern regarding an 800+ unit Program.
It should be apparent that the 788 San Antonio Rd project will be the model or showpiece for the Program. Unless it’s
done well, it will become increasingly difficult to convince Palo Alto residents to accept new high‐density housing in their
neighborhoods. Those with experience in product development would not likely finalize a design until the test results
from the prototype, alpha and beta units were reviewed. As I understand it, the 788 San Antonio Rd project is our
prototype model.
Several objectives (e.g. decreasing VMT and/or Greenhouse Gases) for the Project and Program are dependent on the
residents of the Project and Program adopting public transit and/or bicycles for commuting. The Project location does
not currently serve commuters well with public transit or bike lanes.
From Appendix A: Transcript of Planning and Transportation Commission Hearing Comments, page 149,
“Commissioner Lauing: I think that right now it’s not really a good bicycle area. I think it was Council Member Filseth said
in the last Council meeting about I don’t know half a dozen times that this is a car‐centric location. And if the aspirational
goal is to turn it into a bike‐centric location then we’ve got some work to do because there are jobs around there, there
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are grocery stores close, there’s a gym at the JCC, so there are some amenities there, but getting there is just to start
with just not safe ... if Council decides to move forward with some version of this and we have to commit to it at the
same time and that means we have to fund it alternative to what else we’re doing. It’s just flat out not safe. I mean
parking a car there as I did to look at the site, I was kind of worried to get back into my little car unless all the traffic had
already passed so it’s a serious problem.”
Repeating from my comment #4 on the Draft EIR
“From South Palo Alto Enhanced Bikeways, "Palo Alto parents note that the current state of bicycle infrastructure
(unprotected bike lanes) on these high speed and/or heavily traveled corridors limits growth in the bicycle mode share
for school commutes. Parents are unlikely to bike with their children next to multiple lanes of fast‐moving traffic (Fabian
Way) or in congested school zones (East Meadow Drive) without the protection of buffer zones or physical barriers such
as bollards."
It will take more than designating a lane on an a busy arterial, i.e. San Antonio Rd, as a Class III bike lane for commuters
to get out of their safer and more convenient cars and start commuting via bicycles. Not only must the bike option be
convenient; it must look safe. While safety may not be in the domain of EIR or in the definition of a Class III bike lane,
the success of the Project depends on it.
Regarding public transit, the Final EIR states (page 71) in Table 1.3‐4 Project Consistency with S/CAP Consistent ‘The
project itself would not expand transit options; however, it is within approximately one‐half mile of two bus stops
servicing two VTA routes. The project would place residences and retail in a transit‐accessible area, improving the
viability of transit as an option for travel to services in Palo Alto.’ Similar statements regarding transit bus stop locations
occur throughout the Draft and Final EIRs. As with bike lanes, the ability to check off an EIR item may not be sufficient to
result in the desired outcome. If there’s not a sufficient adoption of public transit by the Project’s residents, the
increase in population will only exacerbate traffic issues.
From page 58, “As described in Section 4.6, Transportation, of the Draft EIR, the VTA bus routes 21 and 40 can be
accessed from the program area. Bus stops for route 21 are located at the intersection of San Antonio Road and
Middlefield Road, immediately bordering the study area. The bus stop for route 40 is located about 0.5 miles away at
the intersection of Leghorn Street and Rengstorff Avenue. These stops are all within walking distance of the parcels
within the program area.” Depending on VTA for public transit may be problematic, e.g. Response 8.14, page 58, states,
“the VTA bus routes 21 and 40 can be accessed from the program area. Bus stops for route 21 are located at the
intersection of San Antonio Road and Middlefield Road, immediately bordering the study area.” However from the VTA
website, https://www.vta.org/go/routes/21#weekday-eb VTA route 21 East Bound the stop is at Middlefield & Charleston
(E) and the West Bound stop is at Middlefield & Mayview (W). From Google Maps these are now walking distances of
0.7 mi and 1.0 mi, respectively. Since Palo Alto has little influence with VTA, perhaps Palo Alto should develop its own
public transit option. While such an issue may not be in the domain of EIR, the success of the Project may depend on it.
Regarding Response 8.14, page 59, “While the project itself would not expand transit options, it is within walking
distance of bus stops servicing VTA routes. Moreover, while a route that provides access to shopping and downtown
Mountain View may not be used by many commuters, it provides access via public transit for residents of the area to
nearby shopping and services.” If the number of trips from and to the Project is dominated by commute trips, the
number of other trips may not be sufficient to counter the additional commuter trips and provide a beneficial effect.
If zoning is changed to permit higher density housing, the housing density should be kept to a level that enables a
successful project for the new residents. The building should have features that yield a pleasant interior even though
the building is on a busy street at a congested intersection. The building design should not be a source of frustration by
having insufficient space for parking, deliveries, etc.
Finally, what’s in it for the neighborhood besides construction noise and more traffic? There should at least be projects
to improve traffic flow and provide better public transit and bicycle options than currently exist. It would be best if such
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a plan is in place before the Program proceeds and additional housing is approved. A piecemeal, project‐by‐project
approach is more likely to produce unsatisfactory rather than optimum results.
If new high‐density housing is approved there should be a mitigation plan with high priority given to its development
and implementation. This should certainly address traffic (transit and bike options) but would do well to consider
schools, parks and recreation. Instead of just approving the project, moving on to the next project proposal and hoping
for the best, we should try to have a successful project: One where the new residents are happy with their housing and
neighborhood and where the current neighborhood residents do not feel ignored or thrown‐under‐the‐bus.
Thank you for your attention to this message.
Respectfully,
John Petrilla
777 San Antonio Rd #138
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margaret Feuer <portulaca24@gmail.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 7:02 AM
Council, City
788 Antonio Rd.

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Fine and Members of the Council,
The Council should deliberate carefully on this project at 788 San Antonion.
On the surface, it seems innocuous but, in reality, it is not.
The two most blatant problems are:
1. The 1800 sq. ft commercial building requires extensive amendments to Palo Alto’s Comprehensive Plan,
a document which is supposed to guide your decisions. Was the Plan inadequate or have we just decided
to rewrite it?
2. The project requires the adoption of a zoning ordinance which will, among other other things, will amend
the definitions of gross floor area and retail preservation in housing developments. These changes will affect
development throughout the entire city and should each be heard on their own. Zoning changes are poor
planning
and irresponsible governance.
I urge you to reconsider your approach to this item and return it to Planning for further study as to its
ramifications.
Sincerely,
Margaret R. Feuer
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

E Nigenda <enigenda1@gmail.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 10:10 AM
Council, City
Keith Bennett; Rita Vrhel
RE: 11-16-20 City Council Agenda, Item 9 - 788 San Antonio Road
2020 Table 3-1 Cumulative Projects List.png; ProgramArea.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council Members,
We have several concerns regarding the proposed underground construction in the EIR under consideration
for 788 San Antonio Road and the Program Area.
Regarding the adequacy of this EIR for the construction of a 2-level underground garage at 788-796
San Antonio Road:


The 2018 Geotechnical Report for 788 - 796 San Antonio Road, p81 of the Initial Study [1] which forms
part of this EIR says, “. . . because of the relatively small area of the project site and proposed
depth of excavation, near or only slightly below existing groundwater levels, the project would not
result in a significant depletion of groundwater supply.” As the groundwater level at this location is ~8.5
feet below ground surface, excavation for a 2-level garage (~ 25 feet at a minimum) would not be
slightly below existing groundwater levels.



The boring log in the 2018 Geotechnical Report for 788 - 796 San Antonio Road [1], pp 175-176, shows
water-rich sand layers at ~ 14 feet below ground surface. Again, the Report does not address two
levels of underground construction as its recommendations are “based on the information indicated in
the Site Plan” ref.[1] p.144, which when the report was written, still proposed a one-level garage. The
conclusions of the Geotechnical Report for 788 ‐ 796 San Antonio Road do not support the recent change (Aug.
2020) to a two‐level garage.



The groundwater level 788 – 796 San Antonio Road was measured at 8.5 feet below ground surface
with the historic high groundwater level reported as 5 feet below ground surface. The Geotechnical
Report for 788 San Antonio Road calls for "a design groundwater table at 5 feet below existing ground
surface be used for the project". This recommendation does not account for climate change and that the
groundwater level will rise with sea level rise [2], [3].

Why is this important? As the groundwater level rises there will be increased buoyancy and increased
hydrostatic pressure on the
buildings and infrastructure. Increased corrosion is also possible due to
saltwater intrusion. If sea level/groundwater level rise is
not taken into account, the building’s lifespan is
shortened and can impact the safety of occupants.
Regarding the adequacy of this EIR for underground construction in the Program Area:


The 2018 Geotechnical Report which was part of the Initial Study for this EIR clearly states it is site
specific for 788-796 San Antonio Road. Its conclusions do NOT apply to the other projects in the
Program Area.
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Some of the sites in the Program Area sit either on the flood plain or on top of contaminant plumes (see
attached map); this EIR fails to acknowledge or account for these differences (see attached map). Due to safety
considerations, geotechnical studies should be required for every project in the project area during their
planning phase and prior to permitting.



Neither does the EIR take into account the cumulative impacts of underground construction on San
Antonio Road from Middlefield Road to East Charleston Road. These cumulative impacts include:
o There can be extensive loss of groundwater during construction of one project due to
dewatering, exponentially so, for multiple projects. Table 3-1 (attached) of the EIR lists nearby
proposed and ongoing projects but their cumulative impacts on groundwater, soil and other
underground ecosystems are deemed "less than significant".
o Post-construction, as more and more underground construction is proposed, we also lose
the water-retaining soil (especially beneficial for stormwater retention) that is displaced by this
construction.
o Water either from rain, irrigation or pipe leaks is absorbed into the soil, and in this area, it
generally flows through the soil from the foothills towards the Bay. Imagine the impact of a row
of underground structures on this flow of groundwater. Without careful planning, these
underground structures can form a dam to the groundwater flow and lead to flooding upstream
of “the dam”, particularly after a severe storm.
o The decrease in groundwater flow downstream of “the dam” can lead to an increase in
saltwater intrusion.

In summary, building underground where the groundwater is high requires some method of removing the
groundwater during construction, i.e., dewatering. Depending on the dewatering method used, the impacts
can include contaminant mobilization and drought-like conditions during the dewatering operation (which can
last months or years for consecutive projects). Save Palo Alto’s Groundwater (data available upon request) and
others [4] have documented significant impacts extending more than 1,000 feet from the project site, causing
damage to building foundations, underground structures, infrastructure and canopy.
Post-construction, underground structures impact the path and flow of groundwater. One or several
underground structures may alter the path of the groundwater flow towards the Bay but very large structures
such as tunnels or trenches or many smaller structures clustered together can have a damming effect on the
flow of groundwater. Damming the flow of groundwater will cause flooding on the uphill side and drought-like
conditions on the opposite side and increase saltwater intrusion.
Experts [5] recognize the impacts of underground structures on groundwater flow and recommend “. .
. numerical modelling as a tool capable of contributing to [the operational management of an urban
aquifer], in that it helps to quantify the effect of an underground infrastructure project on groundwater
flow, which is crucial for decision-making processes. It can also be an operational decision-aid tool for
choosing construction techniques or for formulating strategies to manage the water resource.”
The “final EIR” states that the City’s Dewatering Regulations address some of the issues above. The City’s
Dewatering Regulations are still evolving and currently do not address (1) mobilization of contaminant plumes
due to construction dewatering (2) cumulative impacts of multiple or very large underground structures (3)
impact of extensive loss of soil (4) likelihood of increased flooding and (5) likelihood of saltwater
intrusion. Palo Alto’s Dewatering Regulations provide no quantitative limitation on the amount or rate of
groundwater pumped. Unless properly and cumulatively planned for and regulated, this and all other projects
in the Program Area could use the same dewatering methods used for construction on San Antonio Road in
Mtn. View, which resulted in pumping rates of 500 gallons per minute for over 6 months – with a groundwater
level that is significantly deeper below ground surface.
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We request that the City require that the above concerns be addressed as conditions of approval for the
proposed EIR and that the City account for and plan for increased citywide underground construction and its
cumulative impacts as “how towns and cities are planned and the manner in which homes and
infrastructure are built have long lasting ramifications. These decisions influence the exposure and
vulnerability of communities and assets." [6].
Thank you for considering our comments,
Esther Nigenda, Ph.D.
Keith Bennett, Ph.D.
Save Palo Alto’s Groundwater
References
[1] Housing Incentive Program Expansion and 788 San Antonio Road Mixed-Use Project, Initial Study, pp 175176, https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/77839
[2] What Threat Does Sea-Level Rise Pose to California? Report from California’s Legislative Analyst Office.
https://lao.ca.gov/Publications/Report/4261
[3] Some California cities think they’re safe from sea level rise. They’re not, new data show
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-08-17/sea-level-rise-flooding-inland-california
[4] Millennium redux? San Mateo Rite Aid says dewatering sank floor
https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/networth/article/Millennium-redux-San-Mateo-Rite-Aid-says-10423858.php
[5] Review: Impact of underground structures on the flow of urban groundwater
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/282324287_Review_Impact_of_underground_structures_on_the_flow_of_urban_groundwater
[6] Royal Commission into National Natural Disaster Arrangements Report
https://naturaldisaster.royalcommission.gov.au/system/files/2020-11/Royal%20Commission%20into%20National%20Natural%20Disaster%20Arrangements%20%20Report%20%20%5Baccessible%5D.pdf
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

chuck jagoda <chuckjagoda1@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 11:49 PM
Aram James
Roberta Ahlquist; Fine, Adrian; DuBois, Tom; Cormack, Alison; Greg Tanaka; Greer Stone; Kniss, Liz
(internal); Council, City; Shikada, Ed; Stump, Molly; WILPF Peninsula Palo Alto
Re: Los Altos apparently joins Palo Alto in resisting state mandated very low and low income housing
requirements

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Correction: Embarrass NIMBYs with tales of YIMBY generosity
On Sun, Nov 15, 2020 at 11:48 PM chuck jagoda <chuckjagoda1@gmail.com> wrote:

I couldn't agree more. I, too, wish the moral souls of the landed of LA and PA.
We can wish and fret and blame and harangue them all we want. But it all adds up to pushing on a
string.
I can think of a few ideas: embarrassing the NIMBYs with tales of NIMBY generosity. Asking them
to suggest one solution for each one of ours they reject. Asking if they envision building a moat and
drawbridge to keep white, wealthier areas pure. Tax any developed that is not low, low-low, or low
middle class housing-- use those taxes/fees to building L, L-L, and LM homes.
Point out the progress this country has made based on generous land terms. Point out that in all
fairness we owe all disadvantaged groups some reparations that result in less stress on available
shelter.
Hold workshops, webinars, and educate the NIMBYs into being good people like generous Jews,
Christians, and Muslims who have all contributed to the needs of poor and homeless people in the
area, even as others have not.
Social isolation is also a good strategy.
Getting homed and unhomed together to share a meal is a good idea, too.
Even better if the homed bring the food to feed the hungry to a shelter or church.
Gnight,
Chuck
PS
Sitting around placating NIMBYs is a waste of time. Planning and thinking have been great ways to
avoid action. Therefore, let's not sit around planning, thinking, and trying to placate
NIMBYs. That's old and useless effort.
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On Sun, Nov 15, 2020 at 11:23 PM Aram James <abjpd1@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Roberta & Chuck,
Looks like the town of Los Altos is almost as lame as Palo Alto in its resistance to providing state mandated very low
and low income housing.
Both towns need to step up to the plate to build the mandated housing ‐or be punished with even larger more
draconian numbers of very low income housing.
Both towns should be extraordinarily embarrassed by their ongoing exclusionary behavior.
Aram
https://www.losaltosonline.com/news/sections/news/297‐news‐features/63529‐los‐altos‐council‐vows‐to‐send‐
strong‐message‐against‐state‐housing‐mandates
Shared via the Google app

Sent from my iPhone

‐‐
Chuck

‐‐
Chuck
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aram James <abjpd1@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 11:24 PM
Roberta Ahlquist; chuck jagoda
Fine, Adrian; DuBois, Tom; Cormack, Alison; Greg Tanaka; Greer Stone; Kniss, Liz (internal); Council,
City; Shikada, Ed; Stump, Molly; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com
Los Altos apparently joins Palo Alto in resisting state mandated very low and low income housing
requirements

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Hi Roberta & Chuck,
Looks like the town of Los Altos is almost as lame as Palo Alto in its resistance to providing state mandated very low and
low income housing.
Both towns need to step up to the plate to build the mandated housing ‐or be punished with even larger more
draconian numbers of very low income housing.
Both towns should be extraordinarily embarrassed by their ongoing exclusionary behavior.
Aram
https://www.losaltosonline.com/news/sections/news/297‐news‐features/63529‐los‐altos‐council‐vows‐to‐send‐strong‐
message‐against‐state‐housing‐mandates
Shared via the Google app

Sent from my iPhone
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paul Heft <paulheft@comcast.net>
Saturday, November 14, 2020 7:31 PM
Council, City
"Portland just passed the best low-density zoning reform in US history"

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council Members,
I think this article shows the path that Palo Alto can follow to increase housing, particularly
“affordable” housing, fairly quickly. Portland is setting the standard against which we should
compare Palo Alto’s plans.
https://www.sightline.org/2020/08/11/on‐wednesday‐portland‐will‐pass‐the‐best‐low‐
density‐zoning‐reform‐in‐us‐history/
Let’s do it!
Thanks.
Paul Heft
2550 Webster St, Palo Alto, CA 94301 (Midtown neighborhood)
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Annette Isaacson <annetteisaacson@comcast.net>
Saturday, November 14, 2020 5:18 PM
Council, City
"Portland just passed the best low-density zoning reform in US history"

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council Members,
"If not now, WHEN?" This is my mantra when addressing the issue of building
affordable housing. Whenever we are given the option of building more affordable
housing, and especially low income housing, we should jump at the chance. Palo Alto
needs places for workers to live, and by workers I mean teachers, fire fighters, grocery
clerks, city hall employees, people who cannot afford to buy a $3 million house.
I agree with Palo Alto Forward:
I urge the Palo Alto City Council to support the recommendations of the
Planning and Transportation Commission, the Architectural Review Board and
the staff in approving this development and the expansion of the Housing
Incentive Program to San Antonio Road in order to meet the immediate need for
more homes, especially affordable homes near job centers.
Here is what Portland is doing. We have some examples of this denser housing just
north of downtown. It is quite lovely.
https://www.sightline.org/2020/08/11/on‐wednesday‐portland‐will‐pass‐the‐best‐low‐
density‐zoning‐reform‐in‐us‐history/
Sincerely,
Annette Isaacson
2550 Webster St
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Aram James <abjpd1@gmail.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 12:10 AM
chuck jagoda
Roberta Ahlquist; Fine, Adrian; DuBois, Tom; Cormack, Alison; Greg Tanaka; Greer Stone; Kniss, Liz
(internal); Council, City; Shikada, Ed; Stump, Molly; WILPF Peninsula Palo Alto
Re: Los Altos apparently joins Palo Alto in resisting state mandated very low and low income housing
requirements

Subject:

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Hi Chuck,
As always you have raised multiple compelling points! Sleep well! aram

On Nov 15, 2020, at 11:49 PM, chuck jagoda <chuckjagoda1@gmail.com> wrote:

Correction: Embarrass NIMBYs with tales of YIMBY generosity
On Sun, Nov 15, 2020 at 11:48 PM chuck jagoda <chuckjagoda1@gmail.com> wrote:

I couldn't agree more. I, too, wish the moral souls of the landed of LA and PA.
We can wish and fret and blame and harangue them all we want. But it all adds up to
pushing on a string.
I can think of a few ideas: embarrassing the NIMBYs with tales of NIMBY
generosity. Asking them to suggest one solution for each one of ours they
reject. Asking if they envision building a moat and drawbridge to keep white, wealthier
areas pure. Tax any developed that is not low, low-low, or low middle class housing-use those taxes/fees to building L, L-L, and LM homes.
Point out the progress this country has made based on generous land terms. Point out
that in all fairness we owe all disadvantaged groups some reparations that result in less
stress on available shelter.
Hold workshops, webinars, and educate the NIMBYs into being good people like
generous Jews, Christians, and Muslims who have all contributed to the needs of poor
and homeless people in the area, even as others have not.
Social isolation is also a good strategy.
Getting homed and unhomed together to share a meal is a good idea, too.
Even better if the homed bring the food to feed the hungry to a shelter or church.
Gnight,
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Chuck
PS
Sitting around placating NIMBYs is a waste of time. Planning and thinking have been
great ways to avoid action. Therefore, let's not sit around planning, thinking, and
trying to placate NIMBYs. That's old and useless effort.

On Sun, Nov 15, 2020 at 11:23 PM Aram James <abjpd1@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Roberta & Chuck,
Looks like the town of Los Altos is almost as lame as Palo Alto in its resistance to providing state
mandated very low and low income housing.
Both towns need to step up to the plate to build the mandated housing ‐or be punished with even
larger more draconian numbers of very low income housing.
Both towns should be extraordinarily embarrassed by their ongoing exclusionary behavior.
Aram
https://www.losaltosonline.com/news/sections/news/297‐news‐features/63529‐los‐altos‐council‐
vows‐to‐send‐strong‐message‐against‐state‐housing‐mandates
Shared via the Google app

Sent from my iPhone

‐‐
Chuck

‐‐
Chuck
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Liz Gardner <gardnerjaqua@gmail.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 3:16 PM
Council, City
Affordable Housing Choice Needed and is Long Overdue

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

November 16, 2020
Dear Honorable City Council Members:
Equity and inclusivity of all residents and non‐residents, regardless of income, race, gender or
marital status is a Palo Alto for all. I am asking that a substantial housing element be revised to
include an equitable and substantial change to the current number of affordable housing units
now in its development. This would allow for more choices and be inclusive of a diversity in
resident populations.
I am not a home‐owner. The likelihood that I ever will be, is scant to nil. As Head of Household
with two school‐age children, I rent. And yet I feel like a temporary resident, a charity case
because I rent. I was born and raised in the Bay Area, I contribute taxes, and volunteer for my
community.
As of today, the city has systematically refused to hold current land owners accountable for the
outrageous rent increases that often include hidden costs such as monthly HOA’s and lease
contracts that give property owners permission to raise their rents by thousands of dollars after
one year lease term.
For almost half a century the City of Palo Alto has neglected its responsibility to plan for a
population growth commiserate with job growth. And there has been an enormous build out of
commercial properties throughout which has brought in 100’s of thousands of commuters. This
type of economic construction has overtaken residential development. Further, it's proved to be
an imbalanced result.
It would seem realistic for the city to address the lack of housing here based on our growing
climate crisis regardless of sea level rise. You’d think improving infrastructure like upgrading the
waste water plant, re‐opening school campus’s that have been closed for 40 years, like Cubberley
High School would assist in accommodating a better live/job balance.
Not since post WWII and the passage of 1979’s Prop 13 has Palo Alto faced such a deficit in
housing. This city is far behind other area zip codes in its affordable housing production. It will
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take the next Century to build what is sorely needed, yesterday. In fact, many of current residents
in this city are the offspring of Our Greatest Generation having inherited wealth and property
from their parents. These Baby Boomers cry foul over affordable housing construction needed
today and for the future.
The Post WWII economy enabled families to relocate here or return here with a renewed hope of
growing technological innovation and accompanying economies. This mind‐set is among other
ther communities on the Peninsula.
COVID now creates even more urgent reasons to infill the Palo Alto housing void. Currently, for a
substandard apartment at 800 square feet on Alma is not equitable. The rents asked are
unrealistic and allows landlords to have the upper hand when seeking to occupy their property
with tenants.
45 plus percent of Palo Altans are renters. And there is still is no housing department managed by
the city. At this moment in history with unemployment numbers and local economies tanking,
property prices here have maintained a comfortable rise above market rate in both sales and
rents. Again, a 2B 1bath rental here is a minimum of $3000 a month. At this cost, a head of
household, like myself, would need to earn upwards of $50 an hour to make this rent with enough
left over for food, clothing, transportation. To be considered for occupancy, I must have an
excellent credit rating, 3 months of pay stubs, prove an income 3 times the asking rent and
enough to pay a security deposit in the amount equal to or twice the amount of a last month’s
rent. And we wonder why current tenants are subletting their living room floor space, couches
and garages to commuting day workers to make up for the high cost of rent.
You show me how a $15 an hour minimum wage working, single mom with 2 or 3 children can
afford $3000 a month? What types of local jobs are out there that pay $50 dollars an hour to
start? Palo Alto is grappling with a massive economic and housing failure. Many cry “more housing
will cause traffic, or create a major lack of parking!” Yet many of these same individuals stick BLM
signs in their single‐family owned houses. No wonder when the city refuses to take real steps to
address this with a “no” to equitable housing, the State is forcing PA’s hand into taking action.
How do rents at these prices help when someone like myself is looking for a modest, more livable
apartment? Landlords list things like a ceiling fan or “new” linoleum flooring to justify higher costs
in rent, or even having a small outside area in which to place a single chair to get fresh air to
combat COVID. These are standard amenities but add hundreds of dollars to asking rents. This is
wrong, likely too outside of Federally mandated, Fair Housing guidelines.
Yet land owners see these everyday amenities as bonus features! They charge an additional $1000
a month for such. Current rents are out of reach for normal wage earners. On the other hand, if I
could afford a rental home twice that amount at $6000 a month, I could rent a single‐family home
with 10 times the amenities including a two‐car garage, large yard and a washer/dryer hook up.
How is this comparison equitable?
9

The federal minimum wage is static everywhere. Though PA’s is $15 an hour it is still a quarter of
what it would take to rent a tiny space with just the basics of a stove and refrigerator. Please
consider non exclusionary zoning rules, and put together a blue‐ribbon housing oversight group
like the City has in XCap. Please start working on the real needs of your residents by taking
responsibility for the lack of a true and livable housing quota.
Sincerely,
Liz Gardner
2500 El Camino Real #301
Palo Alto, CA 94306

Liz Gardner
Palo Alto
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Magic <magic@ecomagic.org>
Friday, November 13, 2020 4:41 PM
Council, City
Growth, housing, collapse

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

We may be in for sufficient change to warrant (finally) serious public discussion of ending growth. Rather than build
housing, we can convert commercial buildings.
Continuing growth is impossible for any but the very short term. With it we make the possibility of even a steady‐state—
as opposed to a steady decline—smaller. I read this yesterday: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-75481-z.
While it is a single study, it's published on the website of Nature, a premier peer‐reivewed journal. We in Palo Alto are
part of this biosphere, however much we might imagine to be an exception.
Thank you for considering these views.
David Schrom
************ Magic, 1979‐2020: forty‐one years of valuescience leadership *************
Magic demonstrates how people can address individual, social, and environmental
ills nearer their roots by applying science to discern value more accurately and realize
it more fully.
Enjoy the satisfaction of furthering Magic's work by making one‐time or recurring gifts
at http://ecomagic.org/participate.shtml#contribute. Magic is a 501(c)(3) public charity.
Contributions are tax‐deductible to the full extent permitted by law.
THANK YOU!
www.ecomagic.org ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ (650) 323‐7333‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Magic, Box 15894, Stanford, CA 94309
*************************************************************************************************
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Baumb, Nelly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

M. Gallagher <writing2win@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 15, 2020 9:43 PM
Council, City
Affordable Homes + Office Space for Lease

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Members of the Council:
Congratulations to those who have been elected to lead the City of Palo. May
you lead the people of Palo Alto, so the lives of all the people living in Palo
Alto with or without a home benefit equally.
I write to submit comments to address the scarcity of affordable homes,
office space, and variances at the Monday evening city council meeting on 15
November 2020?
I have been assisting the owner of a commercial building at 829 Emerson to
lease office space that is due to become vacant on December 1, 2020. In the
process of advertising the space, I became aware of how much vacant office
space there is for lease in Palo Alto. Please visit the website
at: https://www.officespace.com/ca/palo-alto
With the abundance of vacant office space, I ask, if and how such space
could and would be suitable and negotiable for work-live-play homes for
lower income folks? Residency in these homes would require a business plan
from every resident, individually or collectively.
I also ask, why variances seem/are often allowed to increase commercial
space but not to increase residential space?
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Mary Gallagher, B.Sc.
Content Strategist
650-683-7102
Copyright 2020
Security Alert Notice
The information contained in this e-mail is confidential information, presumed to be virus free, and
intended only for use by the individual or entity named above. Virus protection is the responsibility of
the recipient. If the reader of this email is not the intended recipient, dissemination or distribution is
prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please delete the material from your computer.
Thank you.
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